
Wireless Bluetooth Phone and Key Tracker
for iPhone, iPad, and iOS devices with Bluetooth 4.0

Black
2” x 1.2” x 0.35”
1 Year
iPhone, iPad, and iOS devices
Bluetooth 4.0
Alert is triggered within range of approx. 25 feet
(actual performance depends on customer’s
environment conditions)
3v lithium battery (CR2032)
858796052044
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The Wireless Bluetooth Phone and Key Tracker is the solution to keep you from leaving your 
iPhone or valuables behind.  The wireless tracker creates a link with your iPhone so that 
anytime your phone and the tracker are separated, both the tracker and your phone would 
vibrate and produce an alarm sound.

The tracker is based on the latest Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy technology, so the lightweight 
compact tracker is extremely energy efficient.  Under normal usage, the tracker can be used 
for about one year before the need to replace the battery.

The tracker comes with a free companion app which you can download from the iTunes store.  
The app allows you full customizations, such as selecting alarm sounds for the tracker.

The Wireless Tracker is the solution to keep 
your iPhone/iPad, and valuables that are 
attached to the tracker, close to you. The 
tracker creates a wireless link with your 
iPhone/iPad.

If you forget and leave your iPhone/iPad behind, 
the tracker reminds you by vibrating and/or 
producing an alarm sound.  Or, if the tracker is 
attached to your keys and you leave your keys 
behind, the iPhone/iPad will sound an alarm to 
alert you.

Forget where you have placed your phone? Simply 
press the button on the tracker and your phone will 
sound an alarm. Or if you have misplaced the 
tracker, press the "Find Tracker" button on the app 
and the tracker alarms with sound and/or vibration.Find my tracker

Made in China
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